The way to achieve the goal: how do
we motivate and develop our staﬀ?
The LOTOS Group has in place a standardized Periodic Employee Evaluation System (PEES) to ensure objectivity
and comparability of employee evaluation results.
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Other advantages of PEES:
Meetings between managers and employees are an opportunity to receive feedback on employees’ competencies
and achievement of professional and development goals. The data thus collected helps the managers to better
plan future steps (such as division of tasks or deﬁnition of employee development paths) and to motivate staﬀ to
pursue their professional goals.
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Results of periodic employee evaluation are also a valuable source of information for the HR department. Each
company of the LOTOS Group reviews the results individually, to quickly obtain such information as who the best
performing employees are, or to identify competencies which are at the highest level of development and those
which need to be worked on, and to ﬁnd out to what degree professional and development goals have been
achieved. PEES is closely connected with the process of training course planning and budgeting.
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(Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career development reviews, by gender and by
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